The Politics of Abortion in Latin America: Public Debates, Private Lives
JANE MARCUS-DELGADO
Analyzes the ways in which key actors participate and shape strategies in the heated debate over abortion rights in Latin America. • hc $79.95

2ND EDITION
Puerto Ricans in the United States: A Contemporary Portrait
EDNA ACOSTA-BÉLEN AND CARLOS E. SANTIAGO
“An excellent panoramic view of Puerto Ricans in the US… Will become the [book] on Puerto Rican studies and a prominent complement to the ethnic studies literature, and well it should.” —Carlos Vargas-Ramos, Contemporary Sociology • pb $28.50

Undocumented Latino Youth: Navigating Their Worlds
MARISOL CLARK-IBÁÑEZ
“Essential…. Sheds light on how the racist implementation of immigration policies trickles down to shape the lives of children and young people in and out of school.” —Leisy J. Abrego, UCLA • pb $27.50

Polity: Demystifying Democracy in Latin America and Beyond
JOE FOWERAKER
“Foweraker’s wide-ranging analytical review and proposed conceptual framework is an intellectual tour de force. His book provides an alternative perspective to excessively reductionist and decontextualized analyses of Latin American political institutions.” —Jonathan Hartlyn, Latin American Politics and Society • hc $75

CHOICE OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC BOOK!
The Resurgence of Populism in Latin America
ROBERT R. BARR
“This is a path-breaking volume…. Essential.” —Choice • hc $85

FORTHCOMING—5TH EDITION!
Understanding Contemporary Latin America
HENRY (CHIP) CAREY, EDITOR
“An excellent undergraduate text, covering critical subjects that students need to know about this region. The chapters break the monotony of traditional textbooks.” —Cristina Escobar, Temple University • pb $32.50

The Corruption Debates: Left vs. Right—and Does It Matter—in the Americas
STEPHEN D. MORRIS
“A provocative analysis of the contentious politics of corruption and reform, raising fundamental questions of power and justice.” —Michael Johnston, Colgate University • hc $95

Education and the Future of Latin America
ALEJANDRO TOLEDO MANRIQUE
“Combining scholarly research with powerful personal reflections, this book is an important resource for any student or scholar of comparative education, education in Latin America, or political and educational leadership.” —Thomas Luschei, Claremont Graduate University • hc $95

Latin America in International Politics: Challenging US Hegemony
JOSEPH S. TULCHIN
“A must-read for those interested in Latin American history, international relations, and comparative politics.” —José de Arimatéia de Cruz, Latin American Politics and Society pb $27.50

FORTHCOMING!
The Muslims of Latin America and the Caribbean
KEN CHITWOOD
Uniquely tells the historical and contemporary story of Muslims and Islam in Latin America and the Caribbean. • hc $95